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Abstract. A context-free language is said to be weakly (w-)nonsingular if it is accepted by a 
nonsingula: deterministic pushdown automaton in the sense of Oyamaguchi, lnagaki and Honda 
(1980,, i; Ib Jndecidable whether a deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) accepts a w- 
nonsi&l#lar language and whether a dpd? is norlsingular in the sense of Valiant (1973). Next, 
the clxs of ,;uper-nonsingular dpda’s (which is a subclass of w-nonsingular dpda’s) is introduced. 
It is decidable whether a dpda is super-nonsingular and whether a dpda accepts a super-nonsingulx 
language. As a conseque’nce, the problem of deciding whether a dpda accepts an LL( k) language 
reduces to the problem of deciding whether a super-nonsingular dpda accepts an L L( k) language. 
1. Introduction 
Both the equivalence problem and the subclass containment problems for dpda’s 
have received much attention in recent years. The equivalence problem has been 
shown to be decidable for several subclasses of dpda’s [4, 6, R-10, 13, 14, 16-191, 
although it remains open for general dpda’s. 
On the other hand, many of the subclass containment problems remain open. 
However, several contributions have been made to the problems [ 1,3, 5, 11, 15,201. 
The containment problem relative to a class %‘, written as coneainment (dpda, K), 
is the problem of deciding for a dpda 21 whether there exists a machine in class (6 
:jccepting the same language as M. For many subclasses (8 of dpda’s, to decide 
containment (dpda, %) is known to be at least as difficult as to decide the equivalence 
problem for % [3]. 
The decidability of containment (dpda, the class of finite auto-nata) was first 
proven by Stearns [ 151. Improvements of the algorithm were made ny Valiant [20] 
and Courcelle [ 11. Oyamaguchi et dl. [ 11, 121 established the decidability of contain- 
ment (dpda, the class of real-time strict dpda’s) and containment (dpda, the class 
of simple dpda’s). 
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In this paper we consider two subclass containment problems for dpda’s, that is, 
containments (dpda, WNJ and (dpda, SN,) where WN(, is the class of weakly 
(w-)nonsingular dpda’s defined by Oyamaguchi et al. [12], and SN,, is the class of 
super-nonsingular dpda’s introduced in this paper. We show that containment (dpda, 
SN,,) is decidable, but containment (dpda, WNO) is undecidable. These classes are 
properly included in the class RO of real-time strict dpda’s and properly include the 
class LL(k) of LL(k) acceptors [ 141. 
For this purpose we first prove that it is undecidable whether a dpda in R,, is 
w-nonsingular (Theorem 3.11). Next, we show that containment (dpda in &, WN,,) 
reduces to the problem of deciding whether a dpda in R,, is w-nonsingular (Lemma 
4.5). We also show that containment (dpda in Ro, SN,) reduces to the problem of 
deciding whether a dpda in R,, is super-nonsingular (Lemma 5.4) and it is decidable 
whether a dpda in R,, is super-nonsingular (Theorem 5.11). Thus, we obtain the 
main results of this paper. As a consequence, containment (dpda, LL(k)), which 
remains open, reduces to containment (dpda in SN(,, LL(k)). 
Further, we show that the undecidability result of w-nonsingularity implies that 
it is undecidable whether a dpda is a nonsingular machine introduced by Valiant 
[ 181 (our Theorem 3.12). This is a negative solution to the problem posed in [?I. 
Some comments concerning containment (dpda, th< ciass of nonsinguiar machines), 
which remains open, are made at the end of Section 4. 
2. Definitions and notations 
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An input string cu is accepted from conjiguration c if and only if there exists a 
computation c 4’ c’ for some c’ with an accepting mode. The set of wr,rds accepted 
from c is denoted by L(c). Two configurations cl and c2 are equivalent, denoted 
cI = cII, if L(q) = L(C). The language accepted by M is L(M) = L( c.~). 
A configuration c is reachable from a configuration c’ if c’-+, c for some string 
a, and reachable if it is reachable from the initial configuration q. A configuration 
c is koe if 6(c) # v). For a live configuration c, let rrin( c) = Min(la 1 IGY in L(c)}, the 
length of E shortest string accepted from c. 
A computation c +‘I c’ is written as c t _ {,( a!) c’ for p 2 0 if throughout the computa- 
tion the stack height is at least ICI -p. If p = 0, it is written as c r(a) c’. A computation 
c -** C’ is written as c J(a) c‘ if throughout the computation the stack height is at 
least Ic’I and c’ is the only configuration of height Ic’I. 
Let k,, be the smallest number with the following property: For q, q’ in Q, A in 
I\ P in I‘* with 1~1 s 2, if (q’, tl) is reachable from (4, A), then (4, A) ---+‘I (q’, v) for 
some input string IY wiih (Y I + I s Ii,,. 
An input string cy is minimal for a configuration c if (Y satisfies the following 
condition: For A in I’. y, y’ in Q and :tn initial segment cyI LY> of N, if 
c -“I (4, WA) 1( cu2) (q’, ~9). then /a,; C- k,,. 
I 
I Let C’ $ t ,c, Y) and c’ = ( pi’, WV’) be twa configurations. If there exists a reachable i 
I 
cc;nfigurdGon (i = (4, wAb, A in 1‘ such 1 h*?t ci &3) c and d T(P’) c’ for some strings 
j f;, p’_ then th e pair (c, c’;} is eon& reuchahle via d or strongly reachable. 
i 
/ 
The size of M is 1 MI - 1~1 - Ir-1 0 1$ nz where no is the maximum length of stack 
strings appearing in J. 
I 
A real-time dpda is a dpda with no or modes, and a real-time strict dpda is a 
’ real-time dpda with empty stack acceptance. Let I?,, be the class of real-time strict 
dpda’s. Let LL(k) and S,, be the classes of LL( k) acceptors [14] and simple dpda’s 
[Kj, respectitelv. Let l)o be the class of dpda’s with emptv stack acceptance. I 
.4 dpda M in D,, is nonsingular [2] if there exists a positive constant n,, with the 
following property: For any two reachable configurations c = (p, w) and C’ = ( p’, wv’) 
where I w*I > n,,, either L(c) f L(c’) or L(C) = L(8) = fl. Let IV0 be the class of nonsin- 
gular dpda’s. It is known that family relationships Y&S,,) 2 Y(LL(k)) 5 ‘Y’( I’&) 5 
Y/‘(R,& I/(D,,)[14, lX]where I/( 4J)={L(M)IkI in 7;) for each subclass ‘C of dpda’s. 
3. l’ndccidability of nonsingularity and w-nonsingularity 
WC no 1’ define the <Ias> of werrkiy (w-)nonsingular dpda’s which includes the 
class of .Icrnsingular dpda’s [2]. Then we show that it ;c undecidable whether a dpda 
is ;I N-r~::.;ingular machine. As a corollary we show that II is undecidable whether 
;i dpda is nonsingultir. This is a negative s&tion to the problem posed in [2]. 
Definition 3.1. A dpda RI in D,, is weakly (w-)nonsingular if there exists a positive 
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constant no with the following property: 
(A) For any pair of strongly reachable configurations c = (p, w) and 
c’ = (p’, ww’), if c = c’ and L(c) # 0, then 1 w’l d no. 
Henceforth, a number no with property (A) is said to be a w-nonsingularity 
constant of dpda M. 
Definition 3.2. Let WN, be the class of w-nonsingular dpda’s. 
Definition 3.3. A language L is w-nonsingular if L E Y(WN,,). 
Note. The only distinction between the definitions of w-nonsingularity and non- 
singularity is that the term ‘strongly’ is present or not. The distinction will lead us 
to the following: class WN,, is &-closed (see Definition 43, but class IV,, is not 
.&-closed. 
Lemma 3.4. Y’( IV,,) c_ .Y(WN,,) 5 Y( R,,). 
Proof. It is clear that 9’( NJ c Y( WN,,) by the detinitions of IV,, and WN,,. 
I/‘( WN,,) c .V’( R,,) is also obvious, since w-nonsingular dpda’s are quasi-real-time 
(i.e., the length of any sequence of consecutive c-‘-moves i  bounded). To show proper 
inclusion 2’( WN,,) 5 .Y’( R,,), consider L - { a”bc” 111 z 1) u { d’dc”’ 111 2 1). It is 
obvious that L, E: Y( R,,), but we can show that L @ Y (WN,,) whose proof is the same 
af; that of LK .Y(N,,~ [IS]. C? 
We will show that the problem of deciding whether a dpda is w-nonsingular 
reduces to the halting problem of Turing machines (TM). Thus, the former is 
undecidable. To show this we first associate a language to an instance of Post’s 
correspondence problem (POP) which is closely related to computatjons of a TM 
[.7, p. 1961. 
Let I’-(U={U,,. . ., u,,}, V={L‘,,. . . , I*~), be an instance of P<‘P I+ here II,, L’, c 
{ir, h} ‘, 1 i - - k. We define the langu~~ge L,, .; LI u I , where, for .Y t ( U, V), 
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Qrr =hh: = ap for some /3 in {a, b}” and u; E U}, 
Qv=Mv:= ap for some p in {a, 6)” and v, E V}, 
1’ = Kl u [kl, 
2 = (a, b,f; g) u [k] wheref =.f& g =.I;, 
e, = (40, GA 
F -&L, F)r (l4, F)), 
A : For each x E (a, b}, i, j CL [Kj, 
GiL w--+’ (%?\7 i) if laxI < lu,l and cyx is a prefix of us, 
(P,,, 0“ (p,, F) ifcus=- cp. 
(P,t* O”‘(P,,,9 i) if lrvxi < Iv,( and LYX is a prefix of of’. 
Typical computations of machine b$ are, for example, 
(y ,, z,,, - “r...‘N (4, , 1 i, . . . i,,) where i,~[k] for 1 <;js n, 
(y,,, Ii, . . . irr)--,’ q,, Ii, . . . i,,)--“H~~ (y_ ii, . ..I. J, 
(So, Iii . . . in)3P(fiJF, lit . . . i,)--“Fx (pt, Ii! . . . i,,_,). 
Note that MP E R,,, and : ny reachsble configuration c of A$ is in Q x[k]* or 
(8 = (9,,, Z,,). Throughout his section we deal with a fixed MPCP P = 
(UL(U I,..., 111,}, V==(t, I .. ~1~)) and dpda MI, associated to P. 
The next lemma is a techm -al one used for the proof of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9. 
Proof. It is obvious that c’ # (q,,: 2,)) since ( qo, Zgw’), Iw’l> 0, is not reachable. So 
let c*=(r, ;, . . . i,,) and let c’ = (I-‘, i, . . . i,,,w’) where r, r’ E Q, i, E [k], 1 ~c-j s YZZ, and 
II*’ E $1’. Then, r f q(, holds. For the sake of contradiction, supple r = q,. If r’ = qo, 
then min( (8) ~1 min( c-‘) by I ,M *‘I -* 0, so that c $ c’, a contradiction. If r’c QrJ u QIT, then, 
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obviously, c + cP, because c only accepts strings 
In either case we have a contradiction. So let r~ 
r # q. implies r’ Z qo. 
containing j or g, but C’ does not. 
Qc/ u QV. By the above arguments, 
Let r E Q,,. Then, we show rk QV. To the contrary, suppose that r’~ Q~I- Then, 
by the definition of IM p, c, c’ ac;ept exactly one input string, and there exists a 
computation (r’, imw’) -4’ (r, i,,,). By Iw’[ > 0, ial> 0 holds, so that min(c) < min(c’), 
a contradiction. Thus, r’ E QV. Similarly, r E Qv implies rk Qo. Cl 
\ 
Definition3.6. Let f,,= Max(lu,l, . . . ,luklr IuJ,. . .,l~~kj)where~~,E U,U,E VforI+z 
k and P=<U, V). 
Lemma 3.7. MP is w-nonsingular if and onlj9 jf Mp is nonsingular. 
Proof. ‘[f part. Obvious. 
‘Only [/’ part. For reachable configurations c - (r, W) and C’ = (r’, WW’), assume 
that I’- c’, l~p’I> 0 and L(c) Z ti. Then, M: H+ [k]* and either r c Qr* and r’e Q,, or 
r c Qv and r’ E QIi by Lemma 3.5. Without loss of generality we assume r E Q1 I and 
r’c Qv. So let r = q6 and r’ = pss for some 6, 6’ in {a, h}:“. Let Y = (qo, w). Odiously, 
e is reachable, since 1w\ > 0 by c = c’ and 1~‘lj > 0. By the definition of MI1 we have 
the following computations: 
For some string y of length s/(,, t* I(y) LI :lnd icj - /(iI = 1. Let C’ --+’ &. Then, ti = c~J’ 
holds by (* T+ ~1’. If /wy’! 1’ I(,, then c r(~‘@S’y) (1’ holds. Hence, the pair+/, C} is stronglj 
reachable via CJ. Since !ldl- 1~11 c II,, where TV,, is a w-nonsingularity constant, it 
follows that Iw”/ = Ic’I - 11’) is bounded by a fixed constant. Thus, ic1,) is nonsin- 
gular. Ti 
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the following computations: 
G -z (%t 0 - f cz = (SF, &&A _ 
CS -& (9&Z) JYR Cl = (P&V 0, 
where 5 = &J‘z and 6 E {ia, b}“. Then, L( c,) = L( c,) = {a R}, since *;fa ‘, 5gp R E L( Mp) 
and /3 = q. Also, the following holds: 
(*) 
because any string of yR of length 1, pops at least one stack symbol. Since M, is 
w-nonsingular, 1M, is nonsingular by Lemma 3.7. So, c2 = (9,, 5, &) = cl = ( ph, 6,) 
and L(q) f Q) imply that Ie21 is bounded by a fixed constant. H;znce, inequality (*J 
ensures that irf= Ip1- Ial is bounded by a fixed ccrlsrant. 
‘I” part. Let {c = (r, w), c’ = (r’, ww’)} be a pair of strongly rea( hable configurations 
such that c = c’ and III(c) # Q). Then, w, ti E [k]* and either r : Q1, and & Q,, or 
r E Qv and r’~ Q)? by idemma 3.5. Without loss of generality WI: assume r E QU and 
r’~ Qv. So let r = 9& and r’ = pe for some 6, 6 in {a, b}*. Then, c s = gF holds because 
{c = (9s, WI, c’ = (P<_, cuw),Q- is strongly reachable, that is, e J(q : c and e T( T’) c’ for 
some rt K!v+: configuration e and input strings q, q’, so that by the definition of 
A& 4 Jt q) c = (9& w) implies 98 = qc. Thus, c and c’ can be written as 
c = ( qF, 1 ii . . . im), c’ = (pe 1 i, . . . i&v’), 
where 3:~ {a, b}“, W’E Lk]’ and i’, E [k], I =~j =S m. Since c and 8 accept exactly one 
input string, let L(c) = L(c’) = (cy}. Then, L(c) = {cy} implies cy = $,,, . . u’;: cf:. Con- 
sider the accepting computation from c’: 
c’ = (pt, 1 i, . . . i,,M”) l(Y) (PL, 14 - * - L) w (PH d- c**j 
Then, y/3 = u by L(c) = L(c’), and p = ut, . . . vt vy. So, PR = t , vii . . . vim is a prefix 
ofaR = U! u,, . . . 14 I,,,, so that property (B) ensures Iyl= Ia) - I/3 11 E nzo. Note that since 
MI. makes the computation (It*) in real-time, lccl’l d I 71. Hence,1 lwll s / yI s m,, holds. 
Thus, nl,, is a w-nonsingularity constant of M,+ because 1~1’1 s nz,, for any pair 
(c‘ = (r, w), c’ = (r’, NEMO’)} of strongly reachable configuratlons ‘such that c = c’ and 
L( C’) f (4. cf 
i 
f 
By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9, the problems of deciding whethjer a dpda in R,, is 
w-nonsingular and whether a dpda in R,, is nonsingular reduc]:e to the problem of 
deciding for an MPCP P whether there exists a constant m,, kith property (B) of 
Lemma 3.9. So our goal is to show the undecidability of the Mter problem. 
Let M be a TM and let NV,) be a given input. Then, an instiance P of MPCP is 
constructed from h! and w. by the same way as that of [7, p’. 1971, where lists of 
Groups III, IV in [7, p. 1973 are unnecessary in our argument!‘l. It is known that if 
there is a valid sequence of m instantaneous descriptions (I D’s) 
I, t ,,I 12 c-,,, - - - + ,vf I,,, 112 > 1: then there exists a partial solulion (LY, p> such that 
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a=#I,#**- # Inl._, # and p = # I, # - - - # I,,, I # I, # . Conversely, if (a’, p’) is 
a partial solution, then a’, p’ are prefixes of a, /3, respectively. Moreover, if Ip’I = I/31, 
then (a’, p’) = (.a, p) holds [7]. We are now ready to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.10. It is undecidable whether there exists a positive constant m, with property 
(R) of Lemma 3.9. 
Proof. We assume, to the contrary, that the problem is decidable. Then, we show 
that it would be decidable whether a TM A4 accepts 
have a contradiction. 
a given word w,,. Thus, we 
m,, with property (B), then, 
partial solution (ar, p) such 
halts on input M’~), or else M 
We first note that if there exists a positive constant 
for each ID I,,, II,,1 s m, holds, because there exists a 
that p = aI,, # , by the previous arguments. So, TM M 
enters a loop. Since 1 I,,\ 6 mo, we can eventually check whether either of the two 
possibilities occurs. Thus, we can decide whether M accepts w(), since M accepts 
MY,, iff M halts in MT,, and enters an accepting state. On the other hand, if there is no 
positive constant m,, with property (B), then for any positive constant n2, there exists 
a partial solution (a.‘, p’) such that Ila’i - (p’I[ > nr,,. Since a’, /3’ are prefixes of a, 
/3 such that (U = # II # . - - # I,, , # , p f= # I, # - - - # I,, , # I,, # ) is a partial sol- 
ution for some n > 1, we choose such a least 12. Let a”= j,- I, # l - - # I,, 2 # and let 
PI’ z # 1, # . . . # I,, 2 # I,, , # . Then, (a”, p”) is the only partial solution wh(>se 
larger string is as long as 1/~‘j. Further, CY’ = ti”y and /3’ = /3”y’ holds for some strings 
y, y’. Since y contains at most one state symbol, by the definition of Group II in 
17, p. 1971, IL II 3 112,~ holds. Thus, sizes of ID’s are unbounded. Hence, TM A1 
diverges, that is, M consumes an infinite symbol of the tape. Thus, &I does not 
accept Lt.,,. 
In either case we can decide whether n/J accepts NV,,. Thus, it would be decidable 
whether a TM accepts a given word, a contradiction. CI 
By the above lemmas we have the Mlowing main results of this section. 
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In this section we show that it is undecidable whether a dpda in R. accepts a 
w-nonsingular language. To show this we prove that the class WNo is an R,-closed 
class which is defined as follows. 
Definition 4.1. A subclass % of dpda’s is closed under a subclass %’ of dpda’s if, 
for any dpda M in %‘, L(M) E df( %) implies M E %‘, and R,,-closed if, for any dpda 
M in Ro, L(M) E X( %‘) implies M E %'. 
By the above definition, if the class WNo is R,-closed, then for a dpda M in R”, 
t( M)E &y(WNe) if M E WNo. So containment (dpda in RO, WNo) reduces to the 
problem of deciding whether a dpda in R,-,, is w-nonsingular. Thus, by Theorem 
3.11 of the previous section, containment (dpda in RO, WK,,) is undecidable. 
TO show that WN, is Ro-closed, we need a definition and some lemmas. Henceforth 
we are dealing with a fixed real-time strict dpda M = (Q, r, E, 3, c,: F) in R,. 
Throughout this section, if f.(M) is w-nonsingular, then a dpda M’ = (Q’, r’. 2, A’, 
d,, F’) in R. stands for a w-nonsingular machine such that L(M) = L(M’). 
Definidon 4.2 ([9]). Let M = (Q, $ 1. A, c,, F) in Ro. Then, k,,,, is the smallest 
number with the following property: 
For any 9, 9’ in Q, A in f, u in r* with IL’I s 2, ir’(q’, v) is reachable 
from (9, A), then (9, A)--+” (q’, v) for some input string cy with 
!ff 1 -t 1 s k,,. 
The follvwing lemma was proved in [9]. 
Lemma 4.3 ([S]). Let M, M’ in R,, be equivalent. Tllen, there exists a positive constant 
m such that [f c, and cz are equivalent, reachable and live conjigurations of M and 
M’, arld c, T(O) ci *for a string (Y, then c2 1 _ ,,,(cy) cs. Moreover, such atr m can be 
calculated and depends onlJ9 on the sizes of M and M’. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that all reiuzhable configurations are live 
[93, hereafter. 
The next lemma says the following: Let dpda’s M and M’ in R,, be equivalent 
and let a pair {q, c,} be strongly reachable configurations of M via a configuration 
C. Then, il’ c, -+” C, t I(p) (1, and c t(y) c2, and the difference between 1~~1 and 1~11 is 
sufticiently large, then for the corresponding computations d, *‘I d, d -8 d, and 
(i --+y d, of M’, the difference between Ic!J and IdI1 is larger than a logarithm of the 
difference between Ic,I and lclf (muItipIieC by a fixed constant) and d 4‘_ rn( y) d2 holds. 
Ixmma 4.4. Let Ad, M’ in R,, be equiuaknt. Let a pair (cl, c,> of configurations of M 
bu mongly reachable Ga a conjiguratior: c. Let Ic?j - Ic, ( > n. Here, n is larger than 
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2 p( Nq,) where p(m, k,) is a polynom.ial of m and kO, m is the constant of Lemma 4.3 
and k. is Max(k,,,, kO,Ml) where kO,M and kO,Ml are constants of DeJinition 4.2. Let 1 
be some positive constant depending only on the sizes of M and M’. Then, there exists 
a pair (d,, dJ of configurations of M’ such that 
(i> d, = cI and d2 = c2, 
(ii) Id21 - idI1 2 1 log n, 
(iii) for some configuration d and inputs ~3, y, where lfll s kO, it holds that c t< y) c2, 
d T -,,(Y) 4 and c \1(P) cl, d -+’ 4. 
Proof. Let c, and d, be the initial configurations of M and M’, respectively. Consider 
the following computations, 
where p and y are respectively shortest imputs such that c &I) cl and c T(y) c?. 
Note that since {c,, c2} is strongly reachable via c, lc( - lc,l = I and, by Definition 
4.2, IpI s k,,. Consider the corresponding computations of M’ to c(,, C, and Cz, 
Do:d,-+“d, D,:d dPd,, D,:d *yd2. 
Then, we show that the pair (& d,} satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) of this lemma. By c, 3 d,, 
we have c = d, c, = d, and c-, = d,. Thus, (i) holds. Further, (iii) holds, because 
d t ,,( y) d, by Lemma 4.3 and //I[ s k,, (see Fig. I ). 
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To show (ii) we first note that the number of pairwise inequivalent configurations 
appearing within computation C, : c t(y) c2 is at least (IcZl- ICI)/ kO, that is, n/ kO, 
because if c’ r(S) c” is a subcomputation of C, such that Ic”l- lc’la kO, then min(c’) < 
min(c”). So, by c = 4 the same number (i.e., at least n/ kO) of pairwise inequivalent 
configurations must appear within computation D2: d T_,J y) d2. Hence, some con- 
figuration d’ appearing within computation DZ must have the height Id’\ 2 Id\ + n’ 
where n/k,< (Q,JIYln’+ns+’ < IM’l”‘+m+2, because otherwise the number of different 
configurations appearing within D2 would be less than n/k, by d T+(Y) d2, a 
contradiction. Thus, 
n’ + m -+2 a (log IM’))-‘(log n -log ii()). 
That is, n’ is larger than I log n for some fixed constant I depending only on the 
sizes of M, M’. Sirnce the remaining computation from d’ decreases the stack at 
most constant rar by Lemma 4.3, and ildl - Id, 11 s k, by d --+’ d, and IpI s k,,, it follows 
that IAl - Id11 2 I log PI holds for some constant I > 0. Thus, (ii) holds. 5 
Lemma 4.5. !f the language accepted by a machine M in R, is w-nonsingular, then 
M is a w-nonsingular dpda. 
Proof. .G?cc i(M) is w-nonsingular, there exists a w-nonsingular dpda M’ = (Q’, 
r, 2, A’, d, F’) in I?,, such that L(N) = L( M’). Let n, be a w-nonsingularity constant 
of ,M’. We assume, to the contrary, that M is not a w-nonsingular dpda. That is, 
for any natural number n, there exists a strongly reachable pair of configurations 
cl = (p, w), c2 = (p’, WV’) such that cl = c2 and ) w’l > n. So, by Lemma 4.4, there exists 
a pair (d,, d,) of configurations of M’ satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma 4.4. Note 
that d, = d2 holds by cl = c2. 
Consider the following computations from equivalent configurations d, and d2, 
d, J(S) 6, and d2 +’ &, 
where 8 is a shortest input such that Id,1 - l&l = m + k,. Here, kc, is Max(k,,M, h,d 
and m is the constant of Lemma 4.3:Then, ISI s k,(m + k,) holds, and, by Lemma 
4.4(G), Id21 - Id,1 2 1 log n, so that 
Icj,l-l6,(a1Iogn-k,,(m+k~) (=n,). 
We can choose n so that n, > n, holds. Then, obviously the pair {& &} is strongly 
reachable (see Fig. 21, 6, = & and I&I - ld,l:* n,,. Hence, n,, is not a w-nonsingularity 
constant of M’, a contradiction. Cl 
By Lemma 4.5, the class WNo is I?,-closet;. Hence, for a dpda M in &, L(M) 
is w-nonsingular iff !M is w-nonsingular. By Theorem 3.11 we have the following 
main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.6. It is undecidable, for a dpda M in RO, whether M accepts a w-nonsingular 
language. 
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Fig. 2. Derivations in the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
Thus, containment (dpda in Ro, WNO) is undecidable. However, for a dpda M 
in R,, and a given constant n, it is decidable whether n is a w-nonsingularity constant 
of M [ 12, Theorem 3.21. 
For nonsingular dpda’s we cannot have the result corresponding to Lemma 45, 
since we will now show that the class A$, is not &-closed. To show this, consider 
~3 language L, = (d’c” i II 2 1) v (d”c’” 1 n z 1). Let M = (Q, f, 1, A, cp, F) be the dpda 
in K,, such that for A, D in I’, q,, p,, q2, p2 in Q, Q, c, CI in 2 and !I > I, 
c, -2” (q,, A,)+’ (p,, A” -‘)+(‘(p,, A”--), 
c, - d” (42, W) -+I(‘ (p, D” 9 -(‘ ( p2, D” ?). 
The precise definition is given as follows: 
(y,, A) --+” 0’1, d, Ip,, A) -+” (p,, P), 
It is obvious that L( hl) -= i , and M is nonsingular. Thus, L, is nonsingular. But, 
we can construct a dpda M such that A! accepts I, , and R/I’ is not nonsingular. 
Let X/I’ be the same as RI except assuming I> - A. Certainly, L(M) z= L, and M’ is 
not nonsingular, smce ( p, A”) s ( p,, A2”) for my rt ‘2 I. Thus, IV,, is not &,-closed. 
Hence, we have the following lemma. 
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Note. We have only shown that the arguments in this section cannot be applied to 
containment (dpda, IV,+ The problem remains open. Also, it remains open whether. 
Y(WN,) = 3?( NO). Note that Y(WN,) s 2?( IV(,) implies the undecidability of contain-e 
ment (dpda, I&) by Theorem 4.6, since Y( IV(,) c =Y(WN,) is obvious. 
5. Decidability of containment (dpda, SN,,) 
We introduce a new subclass of dpda’s, called super-nonsingular dpda’s whose 
definition has a form similar to that of w-nonsingular dpda’s. 
Definition 5.1. A dpda M in D,, is said to be super-nonsingular if there exists a 
positive constant n, with the following property: 
(0 For any pair of strongly reachable configurations c, = (p, W) 
and c2 = (f, WV’), if cl, c2 are iive and min( c,) 2 min( r2j, then 
I 1 If” s q,. 
Definition 5.2. Let SN,, be the class of super-nonsingular dpda’s. 
Lemma f;;A. (i! .Y’(SN,,)s Y’(WN,,). 
(ii) .Y(LL(k))s Y(SK,,). 
Proof. (i) It is obvious that Y(SN,,) E Y(WN,,) by the above definition. To show 
that the inclusion is proper, consider & = {a%” 1 n 2 1) u { #de”* 1 n 2 1). It is known 
that L2 E Y’( N,,) [ 181, so L1 E Y(WN,,). To show L2& P’( SN,,), let a dpda M in R,, 
xcept L2. Consider computations of M, c, ---P” c, c’ -2 cl and c --+‘iL’rr c2 where c, is 
the initial configuration of M and n 3 1. Then, obviously min( c,) = min(c,) and 
Ic,[ - Ic21 is not bounded by a fixed constant. So we can easily show that M is not 
super-nonsingular. 
(ii) For an LL(k) acceptor M it is known that there exists a natural number I 
such that, for any pair of strongly reachab?e configurations cl = (q, w) and c2 = 
(q’, NW’), Imin(c?) - min( c,) - min(q’, w’)i s I [ 18, 141. So if min(c,) 2 min(c& then 
min( q’, \t*‘) s 1. Thus, I is a super-nonsingularity c.onstant of’ M. To show that 
Y‘(LL(~))s..Y(SN,,), consider L={a”h”~r~= l}u{a”Pl~~~ I). It is obvious that LE 
Y(SN,,), but I, E .Y’(LL( k)) is known from [ 141. Cl 
In this section we show that SN,, is RI,-closed and it is decidable for a dpdu M 
in R,, whether M is super-nonsingular. Thus, containment (dpda in Ro, SN,) is 
decidable. Since containment (dpda, I?,) is decidable [ 111 and Y(SN,) C_ Z( Ro), it 
follows that it is decidable for a dpda M whether L(M) is s1.11 ler-nonsingular. The 
results are compared with the undeci lability ones concerning w-nonsingular dpda’s 
in the previous section. Some commtlnts will be made later. We first prove that the 
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class SN, is &-closed. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.5 of the previous 
section. 
Lemma 5.4. For a dpda M in RO, if L(M) is super-nonsingular, then M is a super- 
nonsingular dpda. 
Proof. Let M’ be a super-nonsingular dpda in R, such that L( M’) = L(M), and let 
no be a super-nonsingularity constant of M’. We assume, to the contrary, that M 
is not super-nonsingular. So, for any natural number n, there exists a strongly 
reachable pair of configurations cl = (p, w), c2 = (p’, ww’) such that min( c,) 3 min( c?) 
and Iw’I > n. By Lemma 4.4 there exists a pair {d,, d2} of configurations of M’ 
satisfying (i) - (iii) of the lemma. By (i), d, = cl and d2 = G, so we have min(d,) = 
nlin( c,) 2 min(c,) = min(dz). Let /3, E L(di) such that Ipi1 = min(d,), i = 1, 2. Consider 
the following computations from d, and d2, 
d, J.(S,) d, and d, -2~ &, 
where 8, is a prefix of PI such that Id,1 - /&I = m +k,, and & is a prefix of pz such 
that IsJ= Is,~. (The computations are analogous to ihose shown in Fig. 2.) By the 
minimality of S,, (6, I s k,,( k,, + m) holds, so that the above computations ensure 
Since ]dJ - Id,1 2 1 log n by Lemma 4,4( ii,, it follows that 
So if we choose n so that rt, > n,, holds, then I&I - l&l > q, and the pair {a,, &} is 
strongly reachable. Note that min(d,) 3 min@) holds, because min(d,) -= 
min(d,,\--16,) for i= I, 2, la,l= Ia21 an d min( d, ) -> min(d,). Hence, lzo is not a super- 
nonsingularity constant of .M’, a contradiction. El 
By Lemma 5.4, the class SN,, is &closed. Thus,‘containment (dpda in R,,, SN,,) 
reduces to the problem of deciding whether a dpda in R,, is super-nonsingular. We 
will show that the latter probler~l is decidable. To show this we need some lemmas 
which are similar to [I 2, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.41. Henceforth. we arc dealing with ;1 
!ixed dpda M = (Q, I’, 2’, 3, c*,, F) ii1 R,,. 
Definition 5.6 ([.12]). The nonnull segment t‘ of a configuration c’ = (4, WII) is said 
to be loss-less for (* if K(q, II) - K(q, PM‘). 
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Definition 
said to be 
reachable 
5.7. A pair of reachable configurations cl = (9, wvu) and c2 = (r, wvu) is 
marked if segment t) in r’ is loss-less for both cl, c2 and :here exists a 
configuration cO=(p, WA) such that c,,?(y) (p, wvAjJ1 c, and 
( p, wvA) - y1 c2 for some input strings ‘y, yI, y2. 
Lemma 5.8. Let dpda M in R, be super-nonsingular and let {c, = (q, wvu), c2 = (r, wvu)) 
be a marked pair of reachable configurations. If c, J(S) (q,, WV) &Y) (q,, W) for input 
strings 6, QI and state ql, then there exists a state r, E K(r, u) and an input p such that 
VI, ubP (G, F) and l/3!sla1. 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that for any state rl E K( r, u) and any input p, if 
(r,, v) -2 ( r2, E), then IpI > 1 al. S’ mce the pair {c,, c,} is marked, for any n > 0 there 
exists a reachable configtiration d,, = (p, wv”A) such that d,I -+‘I cl, = (ql, WV”) and 
Li, --& CJ,, = (r,, wvfl) for some inputs 6,, Sz. 
Note that the del’inition of (Y implies cl,* J(a”)(q,, w). Then we observe that if 
CZ,, W) V’, ~‘v ” -“). then I~‘12 la”*l + m. Because, otherwise, since K. r, u) = 
K( r, v’u), i 2 0, there must exist some state rl E K(r, u) and some p SW h that 
07, W--+s (r?, F) and ifll s 1~~1, but this is impossible from our assumption. 
Let ;I, he J super-nonsingularity constant of dpda M. Let cZn @‘) czk = (,I-‘, I&) 
where k = PI -( 11~) + 1). Then, the pair {(slk = (r’, WI?), c, ,] = (ql, WV”)) is strongly 
reactiable and Ic, ,,I - (czk I > n,, by o # F and k = n -(II,, + 1). So, if min( czk j 2 mini, c1 n), 
we have a contradiction. To show this, we observe that 
min(c,,,)s k,, - iwl +la”l, 
where k,, is the constant ko,,,., of Detinition 4.2. Since if (r’, axis) &3”) (l”, w), 
then fp’l[ 2 (QI’ I+ k, we have 
min(c2kj+i t /*Ii1 +k. 
So if we can choose n such that 11~1 +In“l +kk k,lwl -c/(Y”~: that is, k 2 
(k,,- 1)1wI +lcC ’ 1, then min( czk) 2 min( c, ,,) holds. By k = I - (II,, + I), the above 
inequality is equivalent to n -(II,,+ l)a{k,,--- 1). Iw/ +(a”~+‘l. Hence, there exists a 
natural number II such that min( czk) 2 min( c’, ,). Thus, n,, is not a super-nonsingularity 
constant of M, a contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 59. Let M be a sloper-nonsinaular dpka in R,,. Let 1, = 
Therm, $a pair (?1’~~(~r!figurations c’ = ( p, W) and c’ = (p’, WV’) is 
1 w’\ W> I,, tllerf min(c ) C: min(c’). 
Proof. The proof is the same as thz proof of [ 12, Lemma 3.31. In the proof of [ 12, 
Lemma 3.31, note that the assumption that M accepts a simple language is iness#ential 
and only [ 12, Lemma 3.21 corresponding to our Lemma 5.8 is necessary. So, using 
Ltmma 5.8, the same proof is possible. Cl 
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The following theorsm gives a characterization of super-nonsingular dpda’s. 
Theorem 5.10. For a dpda M in R O, the following three statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is super-nonsingular. 
(ii) M satisjes the following condition: 
(D) For any pair sf strongly reachable configurations cI = ( p, w) and ~2 = 
(p’, WW’), if Inin(c min(c2), then 1 w’l s 1, where 1, is the constant of 
Lemma 5.9. 
(iii) M satisfies the following condition: 
tJ3 For any reachable conjguration c = (~1, wA), A in 1: ifc J(cr) cl = I pI, w) 
and c J(p) c2 = (p2, w), then Imin(c,\ - min(c,)! s k,,(l, + 1). 
Proof. (i) *(ii). This is obvious by Lemma 5.9. 
(ii) *(iii). Suppose, to the contrary, that AI does not satisfy condition ( 3). Then, 
there exist configurations cl, c2 such that 
c = (4, MY4 J(Q) Cl = (Ir,, w), c = (q, ~‘4 i(P) c:! = (~2, M‘), 
where jmin( c,) - min( c,)( > k,!(,l, + I). Without loss of generaiity, let 
min( c,) :> min( C2) + l&(1, + I ). (*) 
Let y, c L( c,) such that 1 y,/ = min(c,) for i = 1, 2. 
Let 8, be ;I prefix of ‘yI such that 
TheI;, Iii,\ c-: k,,(l, + 1) holds, since 6, is minimal for cl. Hence, 
min((Q- min(cI,)-/fi,l~min(c~,)-k,,(l, + 1) 
:> min(Q (by inequality (*)). 
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Since dpda M satisfies condition (E), Imin(c,) - min(ci)( s k,(l, + 1) holds for cl = 
(p, w) and cl = (q, w), so that, by inequality (&), lw’i s k,(Z, + 1) holds. Hence, 
ko(l, + 1) is a super-nonsingularity constant of M. Cl 
We can show that it is decidable whether a dpda in R. satisfies condition (E) of 
Theorem 5. IO(iii). To show this, from a given dpda M in R. we construct a dpda 
M’ such that L( M’) = 8 iff M satisfies condition (E). Thus, whether condition (E) 
holdc rprl-- J .r~~~t”~ to the emptiness problem for dpda’s, which is known to be decidable. 
The computations of M’ simulate M and simultaneously check whether M satisfies 
condition (E). That is, if M makes a computation c, +n c = (q, AIAz.. . A,,) for 
input string cy, Ai in r, 1 6 is n, then M’ makes cl, da c’= (q, A’,A’, . . . A’,). Here, 
cf is the initial configuration of M’, and Ai = [A, S,], 1 s i s n, is a stack symbol of 
M’ where Si saves haformation necessary for check. More precisely, Si keeps track 
of differences between min(c,,), . . . , min( ci,) of configurations ci,y . . . , ci, where ci, = 
V,, 4 . . . Ai_ ,) for some state 5, 1 <j s k, and ci,, . . . , ci, are all the configurations 
reachable from the configuration at the last time that ith symbol Ai of configuration 
c was stacked. If by examining S,, dpda M’ discovers that mirr&) - min(c,,) > 
k,,(l, + 1) for some configurations cI, and c,,,, then M’ enters an accepting configur- 
ation. h,erc, cumputations from accepting configurations of M’ are undefined, Thus, 
E( M’) = 8 iff jV satisfies condition (E) 
The remaining problem is how to calculate S, with information for check. Formally, 
S, is represented by {(r,, m,), . . . , ( rk, m, )) C_ Q x fIJ where there exists an I 
(19Ik)suchthat ml = 0, and for each j ( 1 <j d k), mj is an offset from the base 
min(c,,), that is, lnj = min(c;,)-min+,,). Here, c,, =(r,,A, . . . A;-,), 1 sj2; k, ;ind 
tn! = 0 implies that min( ci,) is minimal. 
We are now ready to explain how to calculate Si. Let c: --+‘I c’ = (q, A; . . . A’,) 
where Ai = [A,, S,], 1 s is n, and c,~ -+*I c = (q, A, . . . A,). For an input a in 2, let 
(~%,)-+“(p,4 . . . B,,,) be a computation of M. Assuming that SI, . . . , S,, were 
correctly calculated, the new S’s are calculated as follows. If In = 0, then the 
corresponding computation of M’ is c’-+~ (p, A’, . . . A:,-,A:_,) where AL-., = 
(A,, ,, S:,. ,) and S’,_, is a subset of Sli__, where (r, m)E S:,_, iff (r, m)E S,.., and 
configuration (r, A, . . . A, ?) is reachable from (p, A, . . . A,, .A,, _ ,). Note that if 
there exists no state r such that (r, 0) E SL _ ,* then each pair (q, tit) E S:,-., is replaced 
by ( q, IH - rd) where m’= Min{ mj 1 (N;, m,) E SL ._ ,}. (We assume that such a modifica- 
tion is made whenever needed, hereafter.) 
If 111 > 0. then *the corresponding computation of M’ is 
L” --3 “(p,A;...A:, ,B;... B:, ), where I?: = [B,, Sy] for I s i s m, is calculated as 
foliows: ST is a subset of S,, and the calculation is similar to that in the case where 
1~ = 0, and therefore omitted. For Sl, 2 SJ. ‘< LIZ, it is calculated from S,JY I as follows: 
(r, I)E Sl’ iff U: Qp, B,. . . B,,,) anti 
l=Min{I&+I’I(r-, B, ,)--+‘j (T’, F) and (r’,I’kSy_l}. 
It IS obvious that _;_y can be calculated from SJ_ ,. Further, (r, 1) E S-7 implies that 
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min(r, A, . . . A,&?, . . . Bj_-1) = I +base where base = min(r”, A, . . . A,_, l?, . . . B”_,) 
and (Y, 0) E Sy_ I. Thus, Sy is a correct representation of diff erences between configur- 
ations (r, Al.. . A,_,BI . . . Bj-,), r~ K(p, eje.. b,). Since it is obvious that M’ is a 
dpda, by the above arguments we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.11. It is decidable, for a given dpda M in Ro, whether: M is mper-nonsingular. 
By Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 5.11 we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.12. It is decidable, for a given dpda M in Ro, whether A4 
nonsingular language. 
accepts a super- 
Since containment (dpda, SN,,) reduces to containment (dpda in Ro, SW by 
.Y(SN,,j 5 .Y( R,,) and [ 11, Theorem 21, we have the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 5.13. Containment (dpda, SNo) is decidable. 
In Definition 5.1 of super-nonsingular dpda’s, min(c,) 3 min(c,) in property (C) 
can be replaced by min(c,) = min(c,). It is straightforward that the new definition 
is equivalent to the old one. Thus, it is decidable, for a dpda h9 in R,,, whether for 
any pair of strongly reachable configurations c and c‘ of M, the difference between 
IcI and Ic’I is bounded by a fixed constant under min(c) = min(c’). We can compare 
this result with the undecidability result of Theorem 3.1 1 of Section 3. We observe 
that the above problem under c= c’ instead of min(c) = min(c’) is undecidable. 
The definition of super-nonsingular dpda’s may be artificial, but the class includes 
important subclasses such as, simple dpda’s and LL(k) acceptors by Lemma 5.3. 
So contain.ment (dpda, LL(k)), which remains open, reduces to containment (dpda 
in SN,, n Ro, LL( k)). 
Proof. The proof follows from [_I I, Theorem 21 and our Lemmas 5.12 and 5.4. L7 
Thus, the above result concerning simper-nc,nsingular dpdti’s may he useful for 
rl:solving containment (dpda, LL(k)). 
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